“A fabulous singer
bubbling with swing,
charisma and oceans
of personal charm!”
Byron Stripling, Artistic Director
of the Columbus Jazz Orchestra

Helen
Welch
“Her warm, funny and outgoing personality
combined with her extraordinary musical
abilities made for one of those concerts
that really sticks in the mind... the perfect
combination of magnetic stage presence and
terrific vocal abilities.”
Arlene Bachanov, Daily Telegram

Entertainer
and singer

who’s a little

Brit

different!

Helen Welch
A fresh, engaging, visual, energetic, themed
performance... every time.

Take the swing of Ella, the warm alto tones of Karen Carpenter add some
soul and oodles of cheeky British humor and pow! you have entertainer
and singer Helen Welch. Add to this a chocolate box of exciting,
beautifully arranged, entertaining shows that will make your audiences
spirits soar and you have a recipe to pack the house!
Helen’s sophisticated vocals and humor leave audiences breezily
enchanted. The “Helen Welch experience” is perhaps best described by a
fan who wrote on her Amazon page, “If you have a chance to see Helen
perform, do it! You are in for a special treat.”

Shows:
(Quartet, quintet, big band and
symphony pops orchestra)
All arrangements provided by
Ms. Welch

The First Ladies of Song

(quartet, quintet, big band and
symphony pops)

Group Sizes and
Instrumentation:
Quartet: Helen vocals, piano,
string bass and drums
Quintet: Helen vocals, piano,
string bass, drums and sax

I Got Rhythm or Strike up the
Band (quartet, quintet, big band

(“Yesterday Once More”: Helen
vocals, Piano, string bass, drums
and keyboard)

Jingle Bell Swing

Solo: Helen is available with
Pops Orchestras and Big Bands.

and symphony pops)

(quartet, quintet, big band and
symphony pops)

Swinging on Broadway
(quartet or big band)

Yesterday Once More
(quintet)

Beatles a Little Brit Different
(quartet)

The NEW American Songbook
(quartet)

terry@artistsofmainstage.com
(314) 862-1408
www.artistsofmainstage.com

“What makes Helen so
unique to me is the
dazzling pink light
bulb that comes on
in me when I see and
hear her perform.
That kind of magic
only exists when
a true entertainer
takes the stage – and
you, the audience
member, are moved
by the experience.”
GINA VERNACI, VICE PRESIDENT
FOR PROGRAMMING,
PLAYHOUSE SQUARE, CLEVELAND

